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Brief Summary
Lytspel makes spelling predictable by creating an unambiguous mapping between sounds and their
written representations. Stress is marked to facilitate the pronunciation of unknown words and as
much similarity with traditional spelling as possible within these goals is preserved.
The syllable that carries the primary stress is preceded by an apostrophe (dis'cuss, in'telijent,
co'miti) unless it's the first or only one.
Short vowels: cat, pen, big, dog, book, club.
The schwa is usually written e (camel) or u (album), but a at the end of words (extra).
Long vowels and diphthongs: paam, aim, paus, tree, boat, oil, mouth, gruup, valiu, styl.
Some of these vowels are spelled differently at the end of words and before other vowels: play,
drawing, fansi (only if unstressed), yelo, royel, power, clu.
y becomes ai before other vowels and at the end of words after a vowel: quaiet, nuecliai.
ue is used if iu or uu may be spoken: due, nuetrel.
Some vowels are spelled differently before R: dark, carri, number (schwa), merri, north, sorri,
turn, current.
Consonants: thin, dhem, mi'raazh, get (g is always hard), joy.
• /k/ is written c before other letters except e, i, y, h (cat, cost, crisp) and in final unstressed /ak/ or
/Ik/ (mainiac, public), k otherwise (keep, king, book, drink).
• /s/ is written c between a vowel and e, i, y (deecent), ss between other vowels (as'sault, epissoad)
and at the end of words except after /f, k, p, t, T/ (less, evidenss), s otherwise (sun, desk, chips).
• /z/ is written s between vowels (visit, dusen) and at the end of words except after /f, k, p, t, T/
(his, meens), z otherwise (zeero, ig'zact, ob'zurv).
Sound combinations:
• qu /kw/ as in “quit”
• x /ks/ as in “mix, next”
• Final all /O:l/ as in “ball”
• Final tion /S@n/ as in “section, recog'nition, per'mition”
• Final sion /Z@n/ as in “vision, con'fiusion”
Traditional Spelling

Scheme Transcription

In a cavern, in a canyon, excavating for a mine,
dwelt a miner, forty-niner, and his daughter
Clementine.
A north country maid down to London had
strayed, although with her nature it did not
agree.
With glowing hearts, we see thee rise, the true
north strong and free!
Once a jolly swagman camped by a billabong
under the shade of a coolibah tree.
There is not in this wide world a valley so
sweet, as that vale in whose bosom the bright
waters meet.
I refuse to join any club that would have me as a
member.
No man has a good enough memory to be a
successful liar.

In a cavern, in a canyen, exkevaiting for a myn,
dwelt a myner, forti-nyner, and his dauter
Clementyn.
A north cuntri maid doun tu Lunden had strayd,
aul'dho widh hur naicher it did not a'gree.
Widh gloing harts, wi see dhee rys, dhe tru
north strong and free!
Wonss a joli swagman campd by a bilebong
under dhe shaid ov a cuulibaa tree.
Dhair is not in dhiss wyd wurld a vali so sweet,
as dhat vail in huus boosm dhe bryt wauters
meet.
Y ri'fius tu join eni club dhat wood hav mi as a
member.
No man has a good i'nuf memeri tu bee a
su'xessful lyer.

